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About This Game

The nations of Earth were on the verge of war when the first asteroid struck. It was soon followed by a second, then a third, then
more falling in a cascade of burning death and destruction. Much of the world was turned into an inhospitable wasteland by the
sudden onset of impact winter. As the people of Earth set about building new floating cities to survive above the devastation,

scientists studying the impacts realized that Earth had not encountered the asteroids naturally; we’d been attacked. The Orbital
Defense Department (O.D.D.) was founded to protect the planet from future attacks, and to prepare a scouting mission to find

out who had launched the asteroids.

In the years since the attack, O.D.D. has completed construction of humanity’s first starship and is preparing for its maiden
voyage. But deep space sensors have picked up a new wave of asteroids, far larger than the first, and it’s uncertain that the

starship will be ready in time. O.D.D. has deployed one of the starship’s exploration and defense drone robots, controlled by a
crack team of drone operators, to hold off the asteroids and protect the cities of Earth while the starship prepares to launch.

Features:
Drone vs. Asteroid Combat – Players will have access to rapid-fire railguns, target-seeking missiles, short range high-energy

plasma cannons, and rocket-powered fists in their attempt to halt the asteroid attack.

Orbital Mechanics –The drone robot is in motion circling Earth, so players have to compensate for their changing position.
Earth’s gravitational pull affects the player’s missiles and railgun rounds, causing them to follow shifting arcs of fire. Asteroids
speed up as they approach Earth and those that appear to be near misses may curve and hit the planet, or be sent into long orbits

that will bring them back around as a later threat.
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Ground Force Management – Players can click on a city and, using currency earned by destroying asteroids, commission ships,
submarines, aircraft, tanks, and ground installations, all equipped with railguns and/or missiles, to provide a final line of defense

around high population areas.

Upgrades – Players can click on a city and, using currency earned by destroying asteroids, commission upgrades to improve the
drone robot’s fighting abilities. Players can commission increased projectile speed, range, and damage for each of their

weapons, as well as new sensors to make the asteroids easier to hit. Players can upgrade the capabilities of their defensive units
in the same manner. Once an upgrade for the drone robot is ready it will automatically be launched to the supply pod that is in
orbit, and the robot has to go obtain it. Any upgrade to a tower unit will automatically be deployed to the particular tour unit.

The Team – Players can choose a team of four drone operator characters from a selection of candidates. In addition to letting
players know when important events occur (like running out of ammunition or picking up a new asteroid on the sensors) and

talking back and forth as they attempt to one-up each other, the characters can provide bonuses to whatever drone robot system
they’re assigned to.

Ascending Difficulty – The longer a player lasts, the more difficult the game becomes. The number of asteroids per wave
increases, they begin spawning from new angles of attack, and new, more resistant types of asteroid are introduced.

Variable Play Styles – Players who balances all of NEAR ImpactTM’s elements have the potential to score higher than players
who pick and choose, players have a range of options for playing the game their way. Players who dislike shooters can play

NEAR ImpactTM as a tower defense game. Players who dislike tower defense can play the game purely as a shooter. Players
can get through asteroid waves without changing their orbit, or they can take manual control of the drone robot’s thrusters and

have to rendezvous with upgrades and ammunition.
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overly simple and crashes every 10 minutes. no strategy invovled really.. A lot of fun for just playing around with dust specks!.
stay away hacks taken over game stealing your bases when your gen is ok and if not theres no 1-2 day waithing time a hack was
taking my base when i logged on there was nothing rong with my generator all my spike around it and the hack scum was taking
my base lost all my bases to the hack scum another game run by hacks unstalled never go back pointless when hacks take all
your stuff in minutes after a month of work you put in STAY AWAY WARNING. Great movie (golden classic), good video
quality, no problems with streaming, original japanese audio track included !!!. Game is broken at the start. you can't get past
the tutorial. I was pretty hyped to see the class 37 engine , one of my favourites, coming to TSW so soon after the Western class
DLC. Really nicely done ,scenery is spot on. The textures are coming on in leaps and bounds, the buildings are looking nicer, ai
traffic on the roads. Another excellent DLC. A big thumbs up!
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I was interested when I noticed this game and got it with the monthly bundle. Must say I enjoyed it for 10 mins. Its not thats it
not interesting or anything its just not my style. It neat but not worth 14$.. Entertaining. A very simple match 3 game but
enjoyable. Good graphics, several levels, and some little twists that make the game somewhat unique and recognizable.

Found no bugs or had any crashes. Runs fine on win 7.

Not much else to say. It's a very casual game, good as a time-filler. Also includes some achievements and is long enough for the
price but better if you get it on sale.. Noticed this as a daily deal, thought I'd throw a recommendation in. Disregard the low
metacritic score (though if you think metacritic is a valid source of info - lol). This game is♥♥♥♥♥♥loads of fun; just an all
around "retro" type of feel to the gameplay.. Very inspiring for your cs:go career!. This is a delightful little game. Simple
gameplay that are difficult to master.

As far as offering a "tycoon" experience - it delivers. It's fun, intuitive (without giving away too many hints) and manages to
capture the almost esoteric qualities of honing a good wine. It's made me want to delve into the IRL world of wine.

If I had a gripe, it's that I think the UX could use a little more love, and deeper mechanics. With the UI, it isn't always clear
where to find things. Other aspects, like getting a loan can be confusing. Buttons lack a hover state. The wine log doesnt contain
the reviewers comments. Things like that.

And as far as deeper mechanics go... Well, it's a great game. I really enjoy playing it... so.. "I'd love another bottle" as they say.

tl; dr; Great game. Delightfully different from other tycoon experiences. Regular price is worth, a sale would be a steal.. This
not for the weak of heart. takes strategy tactics and wits. a really nice War game.
. A good game with a lot of potential. Unfortunately, the devs have pulled a Houdini. No contact, no changes in about... eight
months now? Or maybe it's only been seven, I lost count. But this length of radio silence is not really acceptable, and a lot of the
chatter on the discussion thread during that time period points to them being fairly unreliable at best.

If you want a game that's maybe 20% complete, then by all means, get it. Just don't be hopeful about it getting finished.
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